
PRICE replies to Peneder  Paper 

Reading your reply has well justified my regard for you and your scholarship! 

The Triple Revolution paper (in 1964 and well before arrival of ‘Watson’) is I do believe prophetic. (I make no 
comment on its recommended policy actions.) Both, in the U.S. and in the E.U. there are State commitments to a 
full employment policy1. It is evident a free market on its own (even with State subsidies to industry and education 
and favorable regulations (labor flexibility), and financial inducements (ready credit) does not in perpetuity create 
lucrative manufacturing jobs (it did for only a brief post WW-II period). And the shift to service industry jobs has 
peaked and is creating increasingly routine and low-wage employment. (What sustains it now is that the service 
personnel are usually in closer proximity to Management and there are ‘personal’ relations which the factory 
worker did not have BUT Henry Ford did because he spent most of his time on the factory floor with his worker 
friends.) 

The “economic principles in the process of social coordination and development” are hardly fulfilling any promise 
to a stable, full-employment, labor market. Even without robot labor the capacity for production meets most of the 
populations basic needs. Quoting Keynes “the economy has long since passed the point where marginal labor of an 
additional worker is used to create more basic economic goods.” In Austria, the retail shops are bloated with 
goods. Yet there are 350,000 + unemployed and another 100,000 not actively in the labor market. They are 
‘surplus’ unless the State starts constructing ‘Pyramids’. And only few services are lacking (perhaps computer and 
IT scientists, nurses.) And re-training them as ‘scientists’ (or iOS (Lead) Developer (m/f) - Objective-C/Swift iOS 
(Lead) Developer (m/f) - Objective-C/Swift is not an answer.) 

Now add to the labor market 40 MIL. Robot/AI workers (industry projection by 2050). These produce, but consume 
relatively less. Will ‘continuous adjustment of aspiration levels’ require wanton levels of consumption? Will exports 
remain a dependable means for sustaining output volume (and human jobs) as the Global Economy peaks? And do 
we dismiss the effects of the ‘sharing economy’? Who would bet on more cars rather than fewer from future 
production lines? 

I note in “New Dynamics for Europe”, the WIFO Report, (among several others) that conversion to ‘Green 
Economy’ (sustainable economy) will sustain the growth model (indefinitely?) And EUROFUND, in its Report, 
“Working Conditions and Sustainable Work” has individuals on jobs “working longer by ensuring work organization 
and working arrangements that suit individual needs.” Is that what the purpose of the human’s presence in society 
is about? Everybody working longer in jobs? Growth has ceased to equate to corresponding jobs. And Green 
Energy production is not labor intensive. (A crew of 200 can maintain several thousand windmills.)  

The phenomenon: “new wants, new industries, new jobs” even IF so, creates few ‘new jobs’. Manufacturing has 
had limited job growth (and the robots have not yet applied for work en masse.) Even Hi-Tech is not a certain 
sector for mass jobs. In the U.S. there are today 50,000 workers trained in IT occupations that are unemployed.     

There is much WORK (not jobs) to occupy humans…but somehow we (and that includes some in the economics 
profession) seem to be convinced that it must be ‘jobs’ or ‘freelance’ activity. Why not, spare humans from 
industrial labor so that these can devote themselves to societal, and civil, activity? What economic principle 
demands ‘jobs’ (wage-labor) for an orderly market? Was there a more orderly market economy when the farmers 

                                                           
1 The U.S. operates on the thesis, set out in the Employment Act of 1964, that every person will be able to obtain a job if he wishes to do so and 
that this job will provide him with resources adequate to live and maintain a family decently. Thus job-holding is the general mechanism 
through which economic resources are distributed.  
 

 



did not have robot milk machines, robot tractors, robot harvesters? Was not all the glory of weary work on the 
landschaft mythos?  

I agree that “economic principles are deeply engrained in society and serve more purposes than merely enabling 
the production of goods.” But what principle demands that humans perform what robots can be prepared to 
perform? Is there not a principle that spares humans from indentured labor just so they may eat? Is what we term 
an economic principle perhaps a social principle (Protestant Ethic) that seem to demand that righteous man labor 
or starve?  

 

 


